
Film Review: Line of Descent is a
dramatic tale of crime and atonement 

CHENNAI: Cinema has often told stories about crime families. Hollywood’s “The
Godfather” series, or Scott Cooper’s 2015 “Black Mass” with an unrecognizable Johnny
Depp, or even Bollywood’s bloody thriller “Titli” about a Delhi carjacking family, which
first screened at Cannes in 2014. 

The latest addition to the genre is writer-director Rohit Karn Batra’s “Line of Descent”
which premiered on Sunday at the European Film Market, currently running alongside
the Berlin Film Festival. This movie is also set in Delhi, India’s crime capital, where
some families have built unimaginable wealth through nefarious land deals, extortion,
kidnapping and murder. 

An aged patriarch, Bharath Sinha (essayed by Hindi cinema’s legendary villain, Prem
Chopra), heads a family of three sons — Prithvi (Ronit Roy), Siddharth (Neeraj Kabi)
and Suraj (Ali Haji). Equally at home in Delhi’s seedy underbelly as in some of the
poshest enclaves and among India’s elite, this is a clan with many conflicting faces,
unified on the outside, but conflicted within by division, vice and repentance. 

Bharath’s notoriety as a criminal gives way to remorse and shame for the legacy he
will leave behind. His death, and the bequesting of all his ill-gotten wealth to his eldest
son Prithvi, creates a storm among the brothers, with Siddharth demanding his share



so that he may partner with an arms-dealer, Charu (Brendan Fraser). When things
begin to get out of hand, a cop named Raghav (Abhay Deol), is drawn into the mix, and
asked to go undercover. 

“Line of Descent” is tightly and imaginatively scripted. Its exposition of organized
crime is masterful, and some brilliant performances, especially from Deol, Roy and
Kabi add a dash of class to an otherwise gritty enterprise. A compelling dramatic arc is
established from the start in this fast-paced thriller, and the themes of guilt and
atonement permeate throughout the movie, with both coming home to roost for the
Sinha family in a touching final sequence.


